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Most
1 - Attach the TV brackets to the TV
Step1
Step1

-

Install the monitor brackets onto the back of the TV panel:
screw two bolts into the holes in the back of the TV panel
to install each moni tor bracket. Make sure the distance
from each b racket to the top of the TV panel is equal, and
also as center as possible. The bolt should face outward of
the TV panel. The parts should be selected according to
the dimensions of the holes in the back of the TV panel.

If use A1, A2,
please only use A5,
if use A3, A4,
please do n’t use A5

A1

A2

M4x12mmx4

M5x12mmx4

A3

A4

A5

B1

M6x12mmx4

M8x16mmx4

Φ5 Washers x4

Self-tap screws x3

Magnetic removable
bubble level x1

5x5 Allen key x1

Safety bolts x2

Plastic covers x2

2 - Screw the wall plate to the wall.
Step1-A

B2

B3

Plastic anchors x3

Φ8 Washers x3

Solid concrete wall
Step1-A
Use the wall plate as a template to drill three holes of
10mm diameter and 70mm depth in the concrete wall.
Then insert three plastic concrete anchors into the holes.

Step1-B
Concrete Wall

Step1-B
To install the wall plate, put the wall plate on the wall,
then put three self tap screws through the metal washers
and screw into each plastic concrete anchor.

Magnetic removable
bubble le vel

Wall plate x1

Monitor brackets x 2

Universal TV wall mount 32” - 50”

1

3 - Mounting the TV onto the wall plate

2 - Stud Wall Installation

Step1

Step2-A

Wood Stud Wall

Carefully hang the two monitor bracket to the wall
plate. Do not let go of your TV until you are sure
the TV is secure to the wall plate. The bolts should
be loosened before adjust the angle of view for
panel TV between -2°-12°. After the position
has been determined, tightly screw the bolts on
both sides.

Step2-A
Drill mounting holes for wall plate. Using an electronic
stud ﬁnder, identify and mark the locations of the interior
wall stud. Using the wall plate as a template, mark and
then drill 3 holes with 3/16” diameter drill bit.
Note: We do not recommend install ation in holl ow core
concrete block s, only solid blocks using concrete anchors.

Step2-B

2

Wood stud

Step2
Step2-B

The safety bolts are under each monitor brackets.
Loosen the safety bolts to the lowest position
before adjusting the angle of your TV. Once you
are happy with the angle of your TV, tighten the
safety bolts on both sides to secure the monitor
brackets to the wall plate.

To install the wall plate, put the wall plate on the wall, then put
three self tap screws through the metal washers and screw into
each plastic concrete anchor.

Step3

4

5

TV plate x1
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